
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of associate director, marketing.
We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply
for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for associate director, marketing

Support annual business planning process as per schedule
Lead (recruit, hire, coach, develop, motivate, manage and monitor
performance) managers and/or professionals in department specific
knowledge, process and procedures
Ensure that budget management is a priority with all projects/budgets within
approved limits
Establishes customer-focused relationships with relevant stakeholders,
including healthcare professionals and hospital administrators, to incorporate
ongoing, dynamic customer insight
Identifies unmet customer needs and translates them into actionable, high-
value features and benefits for new product solutions, vital pre and post
market clinical studies
Incorporates procedure and disease-state knowledge for insight-driven
strategies and tactics
Works with R&D partners to ensure product pipeline aligns with identified
customer needs and business objectives
Drive growth through the identification of inorganic opportunities, such as
acquisitions, alliances and licensing or distribution agreements
Aligns and leads cross-functional teams to achieve common goals, including
internal and external partners
Collaborates with internal partners to develop and execute economic value

Example of Associate Director, Marketing Job
Description
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Qualifications for associate director, marketing

A minimum of 3 years of experience in pharmaceutical specialty marketing
Requires up to 25% travel, including some weekends and occasional travel to
Cokesbury NJ
Requires 7 years or more, of sourcing related experience in the Consumer,
Animal health or related industries with a strong background & knowledge of
AH commercial operations, suppliers, and procurement subject matter
expertise
The Associate Director is a self-starter, an ideator and a discerning creative
thinker
Experience in selling specialty and/or orphan drugs preferred
Experience in marketing specialty and/or orphan drugs preferred


